How to Set the Safe Search Mode on an iPad

There are a number of ways to set safe search options on an iPad.

1. Setting Restrictions on the iPad itself

   The iPad has a facility that will allow the user to set restrictions on the content that can be searched.

   Go into the “Settings” on the iPad

Once in Settings go to “General” and tap on “Restrictions”
In “Restrictions” you will be asked to set a “Restrictions Passcode”

Once you have set the Restrictions Passcode tap on “Enable Restrictions”
Once Restrictions have been Enabled, scroll down to "ALLOWED CONTENTS"

The default setting for the iPad is to allow everything:
Each category can be changed individually to something age appropriate by tapping on each category and ticking the appropriate allowances, for example:

**NOTE:** Once these restrictions have been set, they can only be changed by using the “Restrictions Passcode” again.
2. Setting Safe Search on Safari for Google on the iPad.

Safari uses Google as its default search engine. To set the “Safe Search”:

Turn SafeSearch on or off

SafeSearch can help you block inappropriate or explicit images from your Google Search results. The SafeSearch filter isn’t 100% accurate, but it helps you avoid most adult content.

Turn SafeSearch on or off

1. Open the Google app.
2. In the top left corner of the home screen, touch the gear icon. (If you’re in Google Now, scroll down to get back to the home screen.)
3. Touch SafeSearch.
4. Choose the Smart or Strict setting.
5. Touch Done.

Search Settings

SafeSearch Filters

SafeSearch can help you block inappropriate or explicit images from your Google Search results. The SafeSearch filter isn’t 100% accurate, but it helps you avoid most violent and adult content.

Turn on SafeSearch.